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Open House to Draw
ProspectiveStudents
include speeches from President
Fainstein and Martha Merrill, Dean
As.5ocIATE
NEWSEDITOR
of Admissions & Financial Aid.
On Monday,
October
11 Finally, Professor Singer of the
Psychology Department will be
Connecticut College Admissions
will host the first of two annual Fall delivering the Faculty Addres .
Parents and prospective students
Open Houses , events directed at
will be provided with a complete
potential future Camels or members
course schedule because various
of the graduating class of 2009 .
According to Scott Alexander, cla ses are open for attendance to
Assistant Director of Admission & prospective students and their families. In addition , there are seminars
Coordinator
of
International
Recruitment, the Open Houses pro- explaining the four interdisciplinary
vide prospective students and their certificate centers: CAT, CISLA,
families with an "opportunity to get PICA, and CCBES . Furthennore,
a more in-depth look at the College panels and lectures on topics such as
beyond standard information ses- Financial Aid will be held.
sion s and tours," as well as specific
Other scheduled events include
insights into the intellectual climate Arboretum, Athletic Center, and
Campus
tours.
Additionally ,
and social atmosphere.
The daylong Open Houses
prospectives are encouraged to eat
attr act approximately 400 visitors lunch in Harris with current stueach year. This year, the first Open dents, a well as talk to faculty and
House falls on Columbus Day, students about everyday academics .
which will draw a greater number of
Teresa Ammirati, Dean of
attendees. The second Fall Open Freshman, noted that Open Houses
Hou se will be on November 8th.
are an amazing opportunity to "give
The daily schedules for Open prospective students a chance to see
Hou ses are full of activities for the campus in action, to attend classprospective students and their par- es , to talk both formally and inforents to attend . The day officially mally with other students, to spend
begins at 9 am with welcoming
time at Cro, or just to walk around
remarks in Palmer Auditorium. The while classes are in session and to
opening assembly will highlight
get an idea of the life and liveliness
three student speakers and will also of this college."
BYELI7.ABE'l11
GREENMAN

.Redidentsof Blackstonebousepose rutlbtbeirbousefelloru
LibbyKennedy'05 w/Jilegettingreadyto rallytbeirteamat a Camelympics
rolleyballmatcb. Camelympics
tookplaceoverIbis
past tveekend,and studentscompetedin eventsvaryingfrom athleticcompetitoinslike volleyballand basketballto the crossword
p11zzlechallenge(whichivas,as always,dominatedby
DeanAmmirati)andJenga.ThisJ'f!arKatherineBluntbousetookbomethegold,beatingoutBranfordandHamiltonwbotiedfor tbe silvermedal. PastChampionsFreeman(2003)and
did notperformas expected,haveplans to reclaimtheirrespectivetitles in 2005. (Holt)
Windham(2002), 111bo

BernhardJoins Conn Faculty CCLeftInvites John Schwartz to Speak at Con
BYMARIE
GRANT

BYTHOMASMCEVOY

STAFF
WRITER

Anne Bernhard is extremely ecstatic and delighted to join the biology
department at Connecticut College. Bernhard is eager to incorporate and
integrate two of her passions, the field of science and enlightening students
about the sciences. Professor Bernhard is a microbiologi st who specializes
in the microbial ecology of salt marshes, the sources of fecal pollution , and
identifying new bacteria .
Bernhard is originally from Texas but has spent the last thirteen years in
the Pacific Northwe st. Now living in New London , her academic background and work experience demonstrates that she has a lot to offer to the
New London community as well as the students at Connecticut College .
Bernhard attended Texas A&M where she earned her bachelors degree in
biology. Bernhard continued her studies by earning a masters degree at
Western Washington University in environmental science and obtained her
doctorate degree at Oregon State University in micro biology.
Professor Bernhard has an intense devotion for the sciences and her past
work experience displays her enthusiasm and allegiance to the sciences.
After completing her undergraduate studies at Texas A&M , Bernhard taught
high school biology and worked in a Texas medical center where she did
extensive cancer research . Bernhard then worked in Alaska where she and a
team of scientists investigated the effects of oil spills and the response of
organisms due to oil spills in the Prince William Sound. Shortly afterwards,
she felt a desire to return to teaching again and went back to Western
Washington University to educate students in biology and other science
courses . Bernhard then chose to work three and a half years at the University
of Washington where she studied and did research on salt marshes and estu aries.
After working at the University of Washington, Professor Bernhard stated, "I began to look for a teaching position at a small liberal arts college that
was preferably on the water." When Professor Bernhard toured Connecticut
College she was immediately drawn to the friendly atmosphere and was
intrigued by and felt comfortable with the faculty members of the biology
department . Bernhard was also captivated by the affability and responsive ness of the students and the faculty as a whole . She stated , "I really feel connected with faculty members of the biology and botany department. "
Working with the students themselves is always a love for Bernhard as well.
Since Bernhard has started teaching at Connecticut College , she has really enjoyed reaching out to Conn students . Bernhard states, "My enthusiasm
for undergraduate research is important, and especially getting students
involved in research despite their class year." Professor Bernhard wants to
teach students all she can about the sciences and also wants to "get students
hooked on science."

HEY!

Parents! Alumni! Do you want to know what's

going on at Connecticut College? For just $50 you will
recieve 24 fantastic issues of The College Voice. Keep up
to date on campus events, sports, performances and more!
We are also accepting donations. To make an additional
contribution, check one of the amounts below.

_$25

_ $50 _ $100 _ $200 _$500

_ other

Where does your money go? The College Voice is a student-run club that receives
minimal funding from the school . We rely on income from advertisers, subscriptions and donations to help us with printing costs, supplies, computers, software,
and ~ for reviews. Wrthoutthe help of generous people like you, the voice
would not be able to continue printing . Thank you SO:muchfor your contribution .

NEWSEDITOR

John Schwartz, founder of Free Speech
Television (FSTV) , spoke at Conn ecticut College
on October 7 at 7 :00 in the Ernst Common Room .
Schwartz was invited by CCLeft , a student -run
club that aims at uniting moderat e liberals to
extremists on campus .
Schwart ' s talk focused first on the ways in
which the media increasingly influences what
types of information the public receives , and then
more specifically on Free Speech Television. He
began by arguing that the media is misleading,
being manipulated for individuals ' own purpose.
"There is no such thing as unbiased news,"
Schwartz said . Journalists determine which stories are broadcast or printed , Schwartz noted , so
the public must identify any biases in order to correct them .
An example of biased journalism, according
to Schwartz , is the portrayal of certain foreign
leaders. "Leaders are portrayed as evil - not like
us," Schwartz said .
He went on to add that when the United States
government is determined to create an enemy,
"the stench of war is at hand." The notion of
"enemy ", nevertheless , is widely applicable,
Schwartz commented. He noted that Sudan,
North Korea, and the Iraqi government that
attacked Iran in the 1980's are examples of governments to which the media's idea of enemies
can be applied .
Another problem with the media, according to
Schwartz, is how it covers major issues. "9- 11

MediaexpertJohnSchwartzaddressesstudents. (Stenger)
was no Pearl Harbor," Schwartz said . Despite the
analogy by the media, Schwart z noted Pearl
Harbor was backed by an axis of various countries, unlike the September 11th attacks .
Schwartz concluded that the media needs to
be fixed in order to correct national problems ,
both domest ically and internationally. He said,
"Faulty information and faulty discourse lead to
faulty conclusions."
Aside from the media 's increasing biases, the

public's preference for specific media venue s i!,
changing . Schwartz stated that the popularity uf
newspapers and subscriptions to them arc on the
decline , while the number of television netwo rks
are on the rise.
Thi s trend , according to Schwartz, is havin g
adverse effects on public opinion, as their main
sources of media are one-sided . "lf we are to have
effective sources of information , we need unbiased and ambivalent information," Schwartz said .
A major problem with the media , according to
Schwart z, is the fact that many large corporations
currently have a large grasp on various networks.
The concern is that many of the e large corpora tions engage in questionable practices. General
Electric, Schwartz cited, was responsible for
dumping approximately 1.3 million tons of PCB
into the Hudson River. At the ame time, General
Electric owns all of NBC and CNBC, in addition
to other entertainment sources, such as World
Wrestling Federation Entertainment. Schwartz
noted , however , that the journalists of these networks are not responsible for the corruption of
their owners, but indeed their bosses are.
Schwartz argued that many conglomerate
that own networks engage in activities such as
lobbying to the Federal Communications
Commission, which mandates broadcasting regulations and relations between network companies .
Thus, these corporations influence the laws that
govern their networks' practices. Schwartz said,
"Regulation determines iQdustry structure and
industry conduct."

continued on page 6

Renewable Energy Club Seeks Green Energy Sources
BYKArruNO'NBlL
STAFF
WRITER

Connecticut College is one of the institutions
across the country leading the way in finding
alternative energy sources to fossil fuels. A few
years ago the determination of the student body
led to the purchase of Renewable Energy for the
college. In past years, the Renewable Energy
Club has purchased, with money granted from
SGA, this energy in the form of Renewable
Energy Credits from different wind farms
throughout the Midwest. Last year the college
signed a contract with EAD Environmental that
would increase the offset over energy from 22%
to 45% over the next two years.
These actions have led the Renewable Energy
Club to think of new options in the search for
green energy. This search, however, has been difficult as the secretary of the club, Allison
Baldwin, noted, "As wind and solar power , the

most widely accepted forms of renewable energy,
are simply not feasible in the New England climate, we face a limited number of options for
renewable energy ." As the search for renewable
energy in Connecticut continues, it currently
seems the greatest option is low impact hydro electric power.
In the search to explore options, the
Renewable Energy Club took a trip to Putnam,
Connecticut on September 24. The group, which
consisted of eleven of the club 's members, the
environmental coordinator for the college, Matt
Turcotte, and Doug Thompson , a professor _of
geology and geophysics and expert on geomor phology and hydrology, drove approximately
forty five minutes to view a possible site of
renewabl e ener gy.
The site is situat ed across a section of the
Quinn ebaugh River. Th e dam is an old abandoned mill. Th e mill would have to be renovated
and the turbin e restored in order to be used to gen-

erate hydroelectric power. The group stayed at
the site for approximately an hour and a half and
met with Matt William on, a representative for
EAD Environmental, and Duncan Broach, owner
of Summit Hydropower. The dam would be con sidered run-of-the-river, meaning that the amount
of water flow would not be dependent upon the
demand, and a small amount of the river would
continually flow through the dam. However. if
the river was too low, the water would be directed
away from the turbine in order to rai ·e the height
of the river.
Although the Renewable Energy Club has yet
to make a decision whether or not to go ahead
with the project of renovatin g the dam, the trip
provided the students and their advisor with an
actual visual of the site. Th e pursuit of alternativ e
energy continu es to be the main focu s of the club .
Baldwin said , "the Renewabl e Ener gy club is
committ ed to maximi zing environm ental reach of
the school thro ugh alternative energy sources~·
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LE1TERS TO THE EDITOR
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OPINION
SCREWTHE VOTE,I'M GEITINGA PIZZA

THE PEOPLE'SREPUBLICOF CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE
YONIFREEMAN•
OCCUPIED
TERRITORY

"Mr. Vice President, I don't think
the American people can take four
more years of your kind of experience." Well Mr. Edwards, I don't
think I can take 4 more minutes of
your sniveling face, and I wish that
the Limp Dick opposite you would
have one last heart attack and finally,
for the sake of everyone, just drop
dead.
One of the most wonderful
things I've seen all week, aside from
the hundreds of lovely ladies on
campus, and the beautiful turning
autumn leaves, was a flyer in Harris
that had a picture of the Alien and
the Predator, reading: "Bush vs.
Kerry: Whoever wins, we lose".
After reading that I grinned and
flashed the horns to no one in particular. I really wish I'd put up that
flyer ...
The fact of the matter is,
whichever major party candidate
wins, the majority of Americans
won't see their preferred candidate
go to the White House. Despite the
hundreds of millions of dollars being
spent on these campaigns, the
majority of Americans of voting age
probably won't even vote, and I
don't blame them.
"Wha-wha-WHAT?!?!
Why
wouldn't the people, young people,
old people, vote on this, the most
important election of our lives!?"
Well Mrs. Broflovski, that may
be because most reasonably intelligent people find both of these officeclowns despicable. Maybe they've
never seen their opinions represented in the government, or they've
only ever agreed with a candidate in
a third or fourth party who has no
chance in hell of winning . Maybe
the government has done nothing but
screw the voter all of the voter's life,
and s/he doesn't see any reason why
that would change this year.
Assuredly, some people won't vote
because they, you know, find politics
boring, and stuff. However, I'd bank
on the fact that there are a great
many other Americans who won ' t
vote because they understand that
our democratic system is deeply,
deeply flawed, and that voting this
year wouldn't change that fact one

bit.
I personally doubt that there can
ever be a perfect, or maybe even
good state-level democratic system
of government, but, if you seek to
make our electoral system work for
more people, there are ways to
reform the methods we use to elect
our supposed representatives. In the
view of a growing number of people,
the most necessary reforms are the
implementation of Instant Run-Off
Voting (IRV) in federal and state
elections,
and abolishing
the
Electoral College ....
In 1870, at the end of the Civil
War, the 15th Amendment to the
United States Constitution gave
black men the right to vote, though
many states then enacted acts to
frustrate these men from voting. In
1890, Wyoming became the first
state to allow women to vote, and in
1920 the 19th Amendment legally
secured women the right to vote in
government elections all over the
country. Native Americans were
given the right to vote in 1924. In
1965 and 1966, the Supreme Court,
and then Congress, finally made it
illegal to prevent, or frustrate black
men and women from voting in first
national, and then state elections.
This means that, despite what some
law officials in Florida apparently
still think, it is in fact now illegal to
intimidate, frustrate, and prevent
black voters from voting! Obviously,
enforcement is lagging behind by a
few decades.
We now need to make it illegal
for the electoral system to frustrate
voters from voting for candidates in
alternative parties, for as we stand
right now, the system does not have
the flexibility to allow additional
parties the opportunity to succeed.
Even if someone wanted to vote for
a mainstream candidate, such a vote
is only going to have some minimal
impact in a handful of so-called
swing-states, or battleground states.
Anyone who chooses not to vote
along with the majority of voters in
their non-swing state might as well
not go to the polls, because their
vote won't be counted towards the

continued on page 6

THE INDEPENDENT'S
DILEMMA,PART I
ZACHWEST• GoWEST,YOUNGMAN!
I face a dilemma. One of the
most important presidential elec tions in American
history
is
approaching, and I must make a
--------,

choice. As
inde an
pendent,
I
feel
free
-obligated,
even,
by
civic duty to choose a
candidate
not according to party,
but rather according to individual
qualities. I have the power to vote
for the first time in my life, and I
want to exercise that power, because
it is my privilege, my right, and my
duty as a citizen. I look at the world
and want to make a difference, and I
can do so by casting my vote this
November.
My dilemma results from the
choices I face - all of them suck. I
can vote for one of three candidates:
the incumbent, an underachieving,
dogmatic moron who has brought
this country's reputation and economy from the heights to the depths;
the challenger, a guy whose only real
virtue is that he's better than the
incumbent; and the independent, a
man with some ideas that are actual ly interesting and unique, but who
has more chance of spoiling the election for the challenger than making a
positive difference.
So what do I do? What should I
do? What is my duty as a citizen?
Whom do I vote for, when my choices are limited to Tweedledee,
Tweedledummer,
and that other
guy?
.
I intend to explore this dilemma
over the next three or four weeks . I
will explore it from a standpoint I'm
sure I share with many of you : I hate
Bush, but don't particularly like
Kerry, and kinda like Nader even
though he'll never win (and could
ensure Bush a victory by stealing
Kerry's votes). I will thus consider

these three options for the Bush-hating, Kerry-disliking independent:
voting for Kerry (the pragmatic
option), voting for Nader (the ideal ist option), and complete abstention
(the screw-it - all-I'm -fed -up -with this-crap option) .
So this week I consider the pragmatic option: voting for Kerry as the
lesser of two evils. Many democrats
and independents are taking this
route: they're lukewarm at best in
their support of Kerry, but want him
to win because he's better than the
dolt who's presently occupying the
oval office .
This is the view
expunged by Alan Blevins's eminent
website ,
www .johnkerryisadouche bagbutim votingf orhimanyway.com.
The argument is a compelling
one, and it goes something like this:
Bush and Kerry are neck-and-neck,
in what will likely become an
extremely close election. Kerry ain't
great, but he's not Bush, and that is a
virtue in itself, seeing as Bush is
such a vacuous idiot. Even if you
don't like Kerry, you should vote for
him merely to get Bush out of office.
And you shouldn't vote for Nader,
even if you like him; that's just what
Karl Rove and the Republicans
want, because it'll steal precious
votes away from Kerry and ensure a
Republican victory . And then we'll
be stuck with four more years of W.
The W, by the way, stands for
"WHAT THE %#@& IS THIS
IMBECILE
DOING TO OUR
COUNTRY!?".
The more strongly you dislike
President Shrub, the more convinc ing an argument this becomes. If
you really, really, REALLY hate
Bush, then his re-election becomes
something inconceivably horrid, and
anything that can prevent such an
occurrence becomes a moral and
civic imperative. It's not so much a
vote for Kerry as an anti -vote for
Bush.
I agree with this view in that

continued on page 6

"If we state our opinion and do not mention
those who dispute it, this will be the weakness in
our position" - Rambam (Maimonides)
Schools, such as the one we go to, pride
themselves on providing a strong education for
those attending. Indeed, Connecticut College
does provide strong education to its students, and
I, as all students on this campus, have experienced this notion. However, the education it provides is on one level only. Essentially, Connecticut College fails to enlighten its students on how to live in the real world and fails to make its students
understand how the real world works. It is like teaching the students that a
camel has no humps. Furthermore, an atmosphere of repression towards
those who do not think like the majority prevails. At times I cannot make up
my mind whether or not I am actually living in the land of the free or just
another communist country (and I have lived in a communist country
before).
Here at Connecticut College, if you do like Bush you are responded to
with ridicule. Numerous times have I experienced or have heard that if a person says something good about Bush or Republicans in general, the whole
class will either laugh at you or scold you for your ''polluted" thoughts. The
thought police are out to get you.
The opposition, instead of debating you in a respectful manner chooses
to not recognize you as an equal. The most they will do to debate you will
be to just shout slogans at you, whether it be "Anybody but Bush!" or
"You're a fascist and a racist." If you are not in the majority of opinion, you
are pushed to the sidelines and are not a legitimate voice.
In addition to this hostile environment, the school's premises cling on to
utopian ideas not based on reality or on really making judicious change.
Take for example these "safe spaces" that have been talked about. It is my
belief that this idea is a depraved one. It does not bring the campus togeth-

LEFf

er, but segregates our community. In tead of trying to make people feel welcome in our community, these lounges seek to segregate them from us,
painting an argument that either the specific group cannot integrate in our
community, or that our community doesn't want them. Thi should not be
thought of this way. These groups need to intenningle with other people who
are not just part of their own group, and not make it look like those outside
of their realms are hostile. It is no secret that individuals usually feel more
comfortable with people of their group, but it also is no ecret that if diversity is to spread individuals need to actively join together with other individuals who are different and not distance themselves.
Some of you might be thinking, "How do you know anything about
being a minority? You're white!" First of all, I am not 100% white. Half my
family is Israeli and my Israeli grandparents are from Iraq. Putting that
aside, I do know something about minorities and how minorities in a school
act in a way which shuns the rest through their actions.
While living in China for two years, I went to the International School
of Beijing. In that school, I was part of the minority in my class where the
white people were the minority. Yes, white people. Most of those in the class
were not white or were mixed Asian-Whites. I clearly remember that during
lunch in the cafeteria most of the whites would jµst eat with other whites
and/or have friends who were only white. I personally did not, and had
friends from the two groups, and there were a few others who did the same.
At the time I didn't think about this phenomenon, but now at Connecticut
College it reminds me of that situation.
This is what is happening here . When you enter Harris, as an example,
it is hard to deny the fact students, whether Asians, Blacks or international
students, usually sit together. This is the root of the difficulty. Creating these
"safe spaces" further strengthens this atmosphere by isolating these group
instead of trying to incorporate them within the community . The "comfort
zones" individuals subscribe to should not be emboldened, they need to be

continued on page 6

OUTIN THECOLD

NICKIYENGAR•OUT
INRIGHTFIELD
The College Voice reported in its last issue that in the coming months,
areas called "Cultural Lounges" will be established for "students of color"
(blacks, Hispanics and Asians) and non-heterosexual students. This is the
latest in a long, sad line of misguided left-leaning ideas implemented by the
College. Of course, segregation is illegal, so the idea is that other groups,
such as whites or heterosexuals, as the case may be, will benevolently agree
not to enter these spaces. Before I go any further, I think we should all drop
the pretenses and admit that the College Administration (and whoever else
is behind this) is undeniably attempting to institute a policy of de facto segregation.
Predictably, I think the idea of having these
Cultural Lounges is utterly insane. First, non-heterosexuality is not a culture. So we should at least
get some better liberal catch-phrases if we're going
to plow ahead with this. Anyway, it's a struggle to
find English adjectives that can des cribe the lun acy
of this idea. Put it this way: if it wasn 't happening at
Conn College, I wouldn ' t believe it was happening.
Maybe I missed something in high school history, but I thought the civil rights movement was fought so that minorities
could finally live together, with whites, as equals. Are we now giving up on
this ideal at Conn College? What exactly is to be achieved by moving back
to segregation? I wonder what Dr. King would say about this .
One problem Conn College faces on the race-relations front is that
although the College actively recruits "students of color," it has a hard time
integrating them into the greater community. For example, we have all
noticed that "students of color" tend to sit together in Harris. Giving "students of color" (and non-heterosexuals) their own "cultural lounges" where

only they are allowed to be is obviously going to exacerbate this problem .
Maybe I'm being a big, mean, conservative jerk about this, but people ,
this is not rocket science. Another problem that arises with setting up the e
Cultural Lounges is the equality problem (which, as you know if you read
my last column, doesn't get solved if the Administration doesn 't want to
solve it). Should certain groups get their own private hang-outs? Of course
not. But if segregated Cultural Lounges are an inevitability at Conn College,
how do we make sure that whites and heterosexuals on campus get a fair
shake?
Simple, cold logic (never something to deter a liberal) dictates that if
"students of color" and non-heterosexuals get to have a private Cultural
Lounges, then by golly, color-less students and heterosexuals ought to hav
one as well. Of course , this is only true if equality is a goal of the College .
The way I see it, the College is all for equality, provided that certain preferred groups are more equal than others.
What to do about students of mixed ethnicities , such as the author of this
column ? I fully expect to be granted access to the Cultural Lounge for "students of color," for a couple of reasons. First, I look pretty brown. Second ,
my father is most definitely a "person of color." However, if I try to go check
out the Cultural Lounge, something tells me I'll have a hard time doing o.
Maybe I'll be ineligible because my mother is white.
The College is going to set up segregated Cultural Lounges for minori ties and non-heterosexuals. Pigs will fly, and Palestinian homicide bombers
will quit butchering innocent Israeli women and children before the Colleg
sets up Cultural Lounges for white and heterosexual students . Thi , of
course, will be a typically brazen inequality, but in our day and age, political correctness comes before equality at Conn College.

ELECTION2004 COSMOSnYE:Is YOURGUYRIGHT FORYou?
ANDREW
MEYER•
I HAVE
ADD
I watched the presidential debate the other day,
and became thoroughly confused . Don't be mistak en, this was not because they spoke too intelligently
for me ... with these two clowns, there's no risk of
that. What perplexed me was why the debate lasted
for 90 minutes. Couldn't we just record the first 15
minutes, repeat it five more times, and get the same
effect? These guys repeat themselves more often
than broken record players. Luckily for my loyal
readers, I have devised a simple 10 question magazine-style multiple choice test to help you decide who to vote for. Simply
circle your favorite letter each time, and add up the points at the end to
decide which candidate is best for you.

1. Your ideal candidate:
A) Comes from a wealthy family, will favor the wealthy once elected, but
talks about helping the common man.
B) Comes from a wealthy family, will favor the wealthy once elected,
and is proud to admit it.
C) Goes to Conn, so he's probably from a wealthy family . Strangely
enough, he does not wear pink polos.
2. When it comes to military service, you want a leader who •••
A) has served in Vietnam. He served in Vietnam. By the way, be served
in Vietnam. Did I mention that he served in Vietnam?
B) did not serve in Vietnam.
C) was not yet born during Vietnam, but has played several Vietnam inspired video games.
3. Which of the following best describes your views on taxing the
wealthy?
A) Tax cuts for the wealthy are ridiculous. As the ones who make the
most money, they should be paying the most to support our fine government.
B) Tax cuts for the wealthy make sense. They clearly worked the hardest, so they should keep the most money.
C) Who cares? The wealthy will find a way to avoid paying their taxes
either way.
4. You think the war in Iraq ...
A) was a horrible idea. Or maybe it was good. Nab, bad. Well, it could
have been good. It was the wrong war at the wrong time, and that's why I
voted for it.
B) was a necessary last resort. Saddam could have fired his extremely well -hidden weapons of mass destruction at any time.
C) is confusing. Wasn't Osama in Afghanistan? Iraq is full of good people, and we are mercilessly raping their women, slaughtering their men, and

eating their children. That's what Michael Moore said, so it must be the
truth .
5. Which of the following best describes you?
A) You always recycle, turn the lights out when you leave your room, and
have attended at least one environmental rally in the past 12 month .
B) You will help keep the environment clean, but only if it doe n't affect
your company's earnings this quarter .
C) You have a separate can for your recycling and your trash, but quite
frankly, you're too lazy to empty them regularly, so everything overflow
onto the floor in one big pile anyway.
6. You want a vice president who ..•
A) is a trial lawyer, which according to my grandfather, means "ambu lance chaser."
B) actually saw a wooly mammoth get eaten by a pack of raptors.
C) Candidate Chas not yet chosen a running mate. But he promises that
when he does, he will NOT pick Emily Morse.
7. Your favorite movie is ...
A) The History of Ketchup : A Fascinating Documentary
B) The Alamo. Don't mess with Texas. Wait ... Texas lost the battle? No,
you must be mistaken. Texas can't lose.
C) Old School
8. You prefer a man who •••
A) looks like Lurch from The Munsters.
B) appears to be a funny looking elf.
C) has a body comparable to Brad Pitt's.
9. What is your stance on health care?
A) Health care is a right, not a privilege.
B) Health care is a right, not a privilege. I hope you have enough money
to afford that right.
C) Cataracts are devastating our people's vision. We must legalize marijuana immediately .
10. Your candidate's name ...
A) is slang for "toilet".
B) is Bush. And his running mates are Dick and Colon.
C) comes from the Greek word for "Manly".
Well, there you have it. Candidate A is John "I like waffles" Kerry, B i
George ''The W is for War" Bush, and C is the one and only Andrew Meyer.
If you were unable to figure that out, you probably shouldn't be voting anyway.
Good luck with your voting. And remember, if you pop your collar, your
vote doesn't count.
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StudentActorsto Providea SmashingGoodTime
BY REBECCAWOI.'i

Srm WRITER
Smash, written by Jeffrey
Hatcher, i this year's first
main stage production . Based
on George Bernard Shaw's
novel, An Unsocial Socialist,
Hatcher adapted the main
ideas of the work and created
an ino-edibly successful drama
for the stage. The play begins
in 1910 with millionaire
socialist
Sidney
Trefusis
(Andrew McCullough '05)
leaving hi
young bride
Henrietta (Marissa Locher
'06) just after the wedding ceremony. Fearing that love and
politics cannot mix, Sidney
sets off to make England a
socialist society. His task? To
disgui e himself as a gardener
at an all girls school, Alton
College, in hopes of sparking a
revolution between the girls
and their future affluent, political husbands.
The plot may seem a bit
deep but it is interspersed with
comedic mishaps and wrong
doings, in part, by Agatha
Wylie (Kate Berton '05), a
young student
at Alton
College, and the headmistress,
Miss
Wilson
(Tessa
Schultz'07). Adding to the
story are Sir Charles Brandon

Studentsrebearsea scenefrom JeffreyHatcber'sSmash,wbicbwillbe stagedtbis weekendin TansiflTbeater.Tbeplay is adaptedfrom GeorgeBemardShaw'snovelTbeUnsocial
Socialist(Solod)

(Ben Fisher '08), a landowner
in love with Alton student Jane
Carpenter (Jaimie Mayer '05),
and
Chichester
Erskine
(Aubrey Ford '08), a poet in
love with student Gertrude
Lindsay (Amy Meyer '07).

Mr. Jansenius, Henrietta 's
father, takes true form in Pat
Donahue '07, while Lumpkin,
a laborer at the school, is
played by Dan Fifer '07.
Director Leah Lowe, a theater professor at Connecticut

College, explains that, when
she introduced Smash to the
committee that would decide
upon this year's show, there
was immediate interest among
both students and faculty.
Smash was Lowe's first choice

as it involved a great deal of
personal interest.
The play is an intense
piece with a serious political
theme. However, it is portrayed in such a comedic manner that it is not only interest-

ing for lovers of politics, but
also for the general public. The
play deals with love, relationships, and heartbreak, things
we can all relate to in one way
or another. Though Smash
takes place in the early part of

the 20th century, the characters
display aspects of incredible
modernism. They are "real
people struggling within societal constraints" who attempt to
find meaning in their lives
while facing the inevitable
tribulations of human existence.
Smash discus ses political
conviction and the desire to
make the world a better place
while struggling to stay afloat
within society, which is a
theme students can relate to.
Lowe feels that the timing of
the play could not be more
perfect. Many of Smash 's
ideas are present in this year's
national election and are on
the minds of young voters. For
this reason, Lowe feels that
students
at
Connecticut
College will be able to relate
the erious issues of the play to
their live while laughing
alongside the characters as
they embark on love and
adventure througho1H their
college years.
Smash will be staged on
Thursday, October 7 and
Friday, October 8 at 8pm and
on Saturday, October 9 at 2pm
and 8pm in Tansill Theater.
Tickets are priced at $6 ($4 for
students). For information or
ticket sales call 860-429-2787.

Shaun: AnythingBut Dead
BY CHRISTIANCLANSKY

and Ed. They are college kids
trapped in aging bodies. Ed is an
oaf. He has no job, he plays video
Flesh-eating zombies. Ring a games all day, drinks all night, and
bell? Sure it does. No matter who leaves the house - which he doesn't
you are ( unless your parents still even pay rent for - as messy as your
don't let you watch scary movies), average dorm room. Shaun, the budthat phrase will conjure up at least ding hero of the story, has a job and
one movie with that subject at its a girlfriend, but won't let old habits
core. The zombie movie is one of die hard; he's a sucker for a party
the few categories that actually and some video games with his
deserves its own genre, not necessar- buddy Ed. When zombies start popily because there is a standard of ping up around town, Shaun wanquality assumed, but simply because ders around in a state of obliviousthere are so many friggin' zombie ness, taking the lethargic zombies as
movies out there. Take any zombie symbols of a similar life he considmovie and compare it to another and ers normal.
The first real encounter with a
you get.. .the same movie!
Of
course there are exceptions, but for zombie sets the tone for most of the
the most part the zombie movie is rest of the typically-divided three act
about as formulaic as it gets. Shaun story. Shaun and Ed discover a girl
of the Dead follows the zombie for- wandering around their backyard
Her
mula to the letter: there is an epi- and go out to investigate.
demic, the whole world becomes drooping neck, rolled back eye balls,
zombies, an unharmed hero has to and saliva drenched chin alert the
lead survivors to safety ... and J two to the girl's apparent inebriawon't wreck the end, but you can tion. "She's really drunk!" Ed
probably figure it out. However, exclaims with amusement. After
Shaun, formulaic as it might be, is they discover that the girl is actually
one of the un-dead, they try to "kill"
anything but old news.
Take the main characters, Shaun her, with moderate success, and then
STAFF
WRITER

Jump Off the
Bandwagon!
Let's talk about inspiration . Yeah, that can get cheesy. but inspirahon is
a pretty big deal. Basically every creative work draws on the creative works

before it, and if you're drawing on something lame, you're mmally going to
..,..---wind up creating something lame. This week's
reviews arc of a movie that should inspire movie
makers to produce something that's not crap, a
designer that inspires me to keep my sewing
machine running art night. and a musician
inspired by what seems like endless genres.
Maybe you'll tind something here that will
inspire you.

Ca11't Buy Me Love
Starring: Patrick Dempsey, Amanda
Peterson, Dennis Dugan
EMILYMORSE
Touchstone Pictures 1987
~umpO.ffthe Bandwagon!
Some of you may have seen 2003's Love
---------Don't Cost a Thing.. .and bo) do you have some
explaining to do. This ridiculous excuse for a decent teen movie can't hold
a candle (or sixteen) to Can't Buy Me Love, it's late 80's predecessor. In
Can't Buy Me Lv1•e, king of high .------..rr-r-.:-,-1:r1:-n-,i:-r-....;-'--:---,,.
school "losers"
Ronny
Miller
(Dempsey) has a crush on bis neigh bor, Cindy Mancini (Peterson) - head
cheerleader and it-girl of the popular
crowd. He's spent his whole summer
mowing lawns (including Cindy's)
and saves up just enough for a telescope when be finds Cindy in a
predicament: she needs the money to
replace a designer outfit that was
ruined at a back-to-school bash or
sbe 111be toast when her mom finds
ou . Ronny bails her ~ut for a price

go back inside for a drink. After
fending off a few more zombies and
planning a rescue mission for loved
ones, Shaun grabs his car keys and
cricket bat and gets ready to
run ... only to decide to take a bathroom break first. Apparently the
flesh-eating zombies aren't as imminent a threat as some might gue s
they would be.
Thus the stage is set for what
amounts to one of the funniest parodies that this film buff has seen in a
long time. I have seen almost every
zombie movie out there, and I have
seen a ton of parodies too. This
movie amalgamates the two genres
with such clevernes , smoothness,
and utter hilarity that it is no wonder
that the film came from the same
country as Monty Python. Writer
and star Simon Pegg has managed
to, while fitting in the stereotypical
formula for zombie flicks, avoid
almost all cliches of that genre,
deliver witty and slapstick humor,
and create some genuinely frightening and touching moments. So if
you want to take the word of a film
nerd, I give a big four star rating to
Shaun of the Dead.

Bandwagongoes Cruisin'for Muses
Cindy has to pretend to be Ronny's girlfriend so that he might become as
popular as she is. Before the high school knows what hit it, Ronny is the
cool guy, his fom1er crew is given the brush off. and even Cindy (who was
starting to fall for her fake boyfriend) is dissed and dismissed! Can't Buy
Me Love is everything a teen movie should be - light, witty, warm, and of
course, hilarious. As an extra treat, this is a great opportunity to check out
Seth Green spitting out one-liners in one of his first roles as Ronny's obnoxious little brother. This is the perfect flick for a ladies night in, hangin' with
the younger sibs, or for impressing your &O's-obsessed girlfriend. Note to
screenwriters working on teen movies for my sister's generation: check out
Can't Buy Me Love, and take notes.

Lime Crime
·www.Iimec1ime.net
A few weeks ago I talked about Sky Salt, that fantastic ethereal-rock
band from NYC. Well, Sky Salt's vocalist, Xenia, has something else up her
ruffled sleeve: her
own line of one-ofa-kind
couture!
Lime Crime
which is amazingly
a one-girl production - is a growing
independent clothing line based primarily on the internet (where all good
things seem to
come from these
days). It features wild. bright colors in whacky combinations. t-shirt reconstructions, lace, bows. and an affinity for neon. And naturally, this stuff is
built not only to rock, but to last. The Lime Crime skirt in my wardrobe
(leopard print with criss-crossing eyelet tape, a bot pink bow, and pink and
white lace) is incredibly well put together with professionally finished
(serged) seams that have already made it through several washings. Lime
Crime items can be found predominantly on eBay, and it's not unconunon
for some of her creations to go for over $40 or $50. These items are n t only

umque to themselves (again, most pieces are one-of-a-kind), but unique to
the fashion universe. Each Lime Crime piece channels the creativity and
individuality of its maker. Looking for custom work" Look into Lime
Crime. Xenia will tum your baggy band t-shirt into a sexy corset top (or a
dress. or a stripey-sleeved fitted shirt, or anything your heart desires). Prices
range from $29.99 to $39.99 for a custom top and $39.99 to $69.99 for a
custom dress, which may seem a little steep for us college students, but
remember what you're paying for: one girl's heart and soul poured into a
piece that you'll never see anywhere else.
..,

Andreas Johnson Liebling
Warner Brothers 2001
www.andreas-johnson.com
Plenty of great music has come from Sweden: ABBA, Ace of
Base ... or ... nevennind. But Andreas Johnson is from Sweden and his music
is great. The son of two jazz musicians. he draws inspiration for his powerpop brand of rock 'n' roll from varied musical gem-es. With Bono-meetsBob-J:?ylanvocals and synth-and-guitar-driven lines of melody, Uebling is
a musical orgy you can't refuse. Songs
like "People," which starts out with a
bit of spoken word over the abovementioned synths and guitars, is reminiscent of both early ?O's folk music
and late ?O's disco. ''Patiently'' almost
sounds a little bit country with its slow
rhythm, drawn-out vocals, and simple
lyrics, and "Please (Do Me Right)"
features serene jazz piano. Leibling ·s
sound ranges from romantic and serene
to aggressive and threatening. "The
Gan1es We Play" tones it down a bit with acoustic guitar and a ,J
t
·1 "B
h' ,,
h
.
s ower empo
wh 1e. re~t mg ups t e ante with its late-90's-U2-esque pop and heavier
drums. L~ncally, ~n~eas Johnso? 1s wistful and sentimental, but has
enough w1t and cymc1sm to keep his songs interesting L "bl" ·
h
. f
·
.
· e1 mg 1sanot er
o f those antastic albums that somehow got lost in th h f:fl. f
. k·
·t·
e s u e o the new
decade. P1c
1t up now 1 you want to remember what good
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New York Meets New London:Full Monty Plays the Garde
BYJo11ANNSCHEIDT
STAFF
WRITER

The show will be playing at the
Garde Art Theatre in downtown
New London, which is, in and of
The Full Monty is Broadway's itself quite spectacular. Built in the
inspirational and humorous account Roaring 20's, the golden age of the
of the financial ingenuity of a pair of motion pictures, you can sit back
down-and-out steel workers. When and enjoy the beautifully restored
the steelworks closes and the whole Moroccan
interior, which is
community is out of work, two designed to whisk your mind away
friends accidentally stumble upon a to far off and glamorous lands as
local Chippendale show (and I don't fanciful as those on stage.
mean the chipmunks). The unlikely
The theater is named after
duo sees how receptive women are William Garde, a Hartford and New
to the strip-tease and realize how London businessman. Warner Bros
potentially lucrative the profession bought the Garde Theatre for $1
could be. As they aren't stunning million in 1929, and turned it over to
physical specimens, there is some. a series of caretakers in 1978. In
initial hesitation, but they are deter- 1985 it was bought for $300,000 by
mined to give it a shot.
the non-profit Garde Arts Center
Plans progress and they add four Inc, in whose capable hand it has
new members to their crew, who are remained ever since.
somewhat awkward but none-theSince the Garde was restored to
less charming in an unconventional its former glory, it is now one of the
and goofy way. Rehearsals begin, most stunning architectural pieces in
and their increased success is phe- New London. It skillfully translates
nomenal. To raise excitement for the the glory of Moroccan culture to the
show, they boast they will go "the unique setting of Southeastern
Full Monty" (British slang for "get Connecticut. The seats are comfortnaked"). Of course, feelings of inad- able and even the bathrooms are like
equacy plague them as they prepare mirages. The restoration has manfor their performance.
aged to remain true to the theatre's

vaudeville and movie going roots
while modernizing and transforming
it to meet its new role.
The Full Monty is a humorous
and heart warming Broadway show
that is now on tour and coming to
New London. While you may be
drawn in by the idea of prancing
naked men, you will leave with a far
different sense of satisfaction
derived from watching people overcome adversity and witnessing the
joys of teamwork and friendship.
After all, putting on a decent naked
dance number is hard, but turning it
into one of the most popular
Broadway shows of the past few
years is a miracle. Go and see these
six steel workers sing, dance and
(maybe) get naked on stage.
The show plays Friday, October
8 and Saturday, October 9 at 3 and
8pm. Tickets are $35-$56 and are
available at the Garde Arts Box
Office at 860-444-7373 or online at
www.gardearts.org. For those hesitant about the price, this is the
Broadway version on tour and not a
community production. For a connoisseur of the arts, the show is a
real diamond in the rough.

LaMontagneScales Musical Heights with Little Trouble
BY PAUL DRYDEN

Music Publishing Group. "I knew I wanted to
sing, which was really crazy, because I never even
talked to anybody," he says. "I just had this feelOne of six kids, Ray LaMontagne grew up ing that it was somewhere inside me, and I had to
moving around the country to wherever his mom find it and let it out. So I learned the songs on that
could put a roof over their heads. Living in the record and started listening to Crosby, Stills &
backyards of his mother's friends, in cars and Nash, then I discovered Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell,
tents, a cinderblock shell on a Tennessee horse Neil Young, Ray Charles, Otis Redding. I would
ranch, and a New Hampshire chicken coop, spend hours just listening to records. Later, I got
LaMontagne was determined to graduate ,.--------------------------from high school. However, he left his
family soon after he graduated with no
idea as to what he wanted to do with his
life. Just weeks ago, LaMontagne
released Trouble, an instant classic that
evokes . the folk troubadours of the
1970s, particularly Van Morrison.
While unhappily holding down a job
as a shoe factory worker, LaMontagne
heard one song that jolted his senses.
"This was a particularly dark and weird
time for me," he recounts. "I never saw
the light of day for months. One morning, after I'd worked there for about a
year, I had my clock set for 4 a.m., like
always, and I woke up to this amazing
sound coming from the clock radio. It
was Stephen Stills, doing a song named
"Treetop Flyer." I just sat up in bed and
listened. Something about that song just
hit me. I didn't go to work that day; I
went to record stores and sought the
album out. It was called Stills Alone. I
listened to it, and I was transformed . It
killed me .. .it was huge. You don't know
how those things happen. I just knew
that this was what I was meant to do.
That morning really changed everything - my very intense about singing; I would just sing and
whole life."
sing, and hurt and hurt, because I knew I wasn't
Inspired, LaMontagne quit his job, immersed doing it right. Over a period of years I taught
himself in classic rock and soul music, and decid- myself to sing from the gut and not from the
ed to become a songwriter. Hailing from the back- nose."
woods of Maine, he compiled a ten song demo
After LaMontagne's demos eventually circutape and was immediately signed by the Chrysalis lated around the music industry, a bidding war
A&EEDITOR
As.50CIATE
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among the country's top major record labels
began. Reportedly turning down million dollar
contracts from several labels, he settled with RCA
and manager Michael McDonald (whose primary
client is John Mayer and who heads Dave
Matthews-founded ATO Records).
For those not well versed in classic rock, think
Damien Rice or Jeff Buckley type emotion and
songwriting but an even better and smokier voice
~(a la Otis Redding or Joe Cocker).
Recorded in only two weeks, Trouble
was produced by Ethan Johns, known
for his excellence in working with
alternative country artists Ryan
Adams, Kings of Leon and The
Jayhawks. Nickel Creek's Sara
Watkins plays fiddle and sings on
"Hannah" and "All the Wild Horses."
The title track, "Trouble," sets the
pace for the resl of the C a an emotional masterpiece that is simple yet
brilliant. LaMontagne
exclaims,
"Feels like every time I get back on my
feet/ She come around and knock me
down again/ Worry worry worry
worry/ Sometimes I swear it feels like
this worry is my friend."
The rest of the CD travels through
a collection of heartbreak and love
from "Shelter" to "Jolene." On "How
Come," LaMontagne expresses his
gripes with society-"! said how come
the pistol now as profit/ The bullet
some kind of lord and king/ But pain is
the only promise that this so called
savior is going to bring/ Love can be a
liar/ And justice can be a thief/ And
freedom can be an empty cup from which everybody wants to drink."
The Austin Chronicle describes Ray
LaMontagne's Trouble as the "kind of album
music lovers tell music lovers about: ten straightforward, magnificent songs of self-doubt and hard
living." I could not have said it better myself.

Newport CliffWalk:
it's a Shore Thing
LIZ BRADLEY

Trailblazer

Distant horizons, rocky outcroppings, high cliffs and historic mansion
are just a few things that characterize Cliff Walk in Newport, RI. This three
and half mile trail is incredibly unique. It stretches past the Newport coastline, giving expansive views of the Atlantic Ocean and the Rhode Island
shore. The natural beauty and geography of the area is truly spectacular.
In addition to the intrinsic value of it natural location, man ha certainly made his contribution to the locale. Cliff Walk takes you right pa t the
Newport Mansions. These towering monuments to Newport's gilded age
look out over the sea, and their grandeur transforms the land cape of the
cliffs. The architecture of the mansions is diverse, ranging in style from a
gothic French chateau to a Greek style palace - each seeming to outdo the
next.
Rosecliff is one of the many notable mansions along the trail. You may
recognize it, as it has appeared in such films as True Lies and The Grem
Gatsby. Cliff Walk also takes you right past The Breakers, the largest and
most famous of the Newport mansions, which was modeled to resemble an
Italian palace and served as a summer home for the aristocratic Vanderbilt
family. Yes, the most ostentatious of all the Newport Mansions was merely a
summer home.
After The Breakers is Salve Regina University.Four of the mansion visible from the walk have actually been converted into college buildings and
facilities for Salve. In fact, some mansions on campus have even been converted into dorm-style housing. As a resident of Hamilton, this was a little
difficult to grasp and definitely prompted some bitter remarks. Don't get me
wrong. I love Hamilton, but if you go to Cliff Walk you'll understand there's
no comparison.
Near Salve Regina are the Forty Steps. This staircase runs down the clifl
and brings you to a balcony at sea level. From there you can ee sweeping
panoramas up and down the cliffs or take a rest, sit on the rocks and watch
the waves break. It's a gorgeous view and a great place to bring a date (wink,
wink). You can walk all or part of Cliff Walk and being only an hour from
Conn, it's definitely worth the trip! Most importantly, it's free. (Like I said,
it's a great place to bring a date). So what are you waiting for?
Once you're there, make sure to visit downtown Newport as well. It has
a lot to offer with great shopping and a plethora of restaurants to choose
from. If you go, I recommend eating at the Red Parrot on Thames Street. The
restaurant has a central location and a large variety of entrees at decent price
(by Newport standards). Check out www.cli.ffwalk.comfor driving directions
and
more
information
on Cliff Walk,
or visit
person had stepped in and turned the restaurant www.newportmansions.orgif you are interested in taking a tour of one of the
•
around. The' wheat bread had visible grains and a gorgeous estates.
rich taste (not the usual brown "wheat" bread at a
greasy spoon). The Bravo Bravo front man has
freshly baked breads brought in from a spectacuARllST
Reconllnu
lar bakery in order to compliment the breakfast
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offered at The Broken Yoke.
2 CUIIC
Overall, I found dining at the restaurant to be I
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a pleasant experience. The Broken Yoke serves a
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Don't Miss the Broken Yoke for a Bravo Bravo Breakfast
BY SOPHIEFmGERALD

STAFF
WRITER

There used to be a great greasy spoon called
Jack's on Montauk Avenue where New
Londoners would flock for a big breakfast for
their buck. One day, for reasons unclear, that
greasy spoon closed. Luckily, the owner of Bravo
Bravo, another popular eatery, swooped in and
reopened Jack's under the name The Broken
Yoke. Much of the flavor of Jack's still exists, but
now the menu offers Jess greasy and more gourmet options, alongside the more popular items of
Jack's.
The restaurant's atmosphere is unique.
Located in a residential area, it is easy to miss and
I drove right past it and had to ask someon~ for
directions. After stopping and asking for
tions, I backtracked to find a nameless building

that would have passed for a house except that it
had six picnic tables outside. The restaurant itself
consists of an open kitchen surrounded by a bar
with a few booths on the back wall.
The menu is strictly breakfast food. Pancakes
and French toast and other griddle breakfast
favorites abound. The Broken Yoke's pancakes
are light and fluffy, but the restaurant is a little
stingy with the chocolate chips. Choosing what to
put in your omelet is overwhelming. There are
numerous choices of fine cheese and other ingredients. Goat cheese and feta, among others, are
featured. However, I did feel that my omelet was
short changed with regards to the feta cheese I
asked for, and my other companion's goat cheese,
spinach and bacon omelet was highly lacking in
goat cheese. Fortunately, the toast that came with
the omelets was well worth the visit. The bread
was the most obvious sign that a gourmet food
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Administration
ExtendsWeeklyFitnessCenterHours
BY}IAN PAOLUCCI
STAFF
WRJTER

Connecticut College's athletic fitness
center recently extended its hours, in concordance with campus feedback and
demand regarding the issue. Prior to the
extension of hours the fitness center was
open from Mondays- Thursdays from 7:30
A.M- 9:15 P.M, Fridays from 7:30 A.M to
10 P.M, and Saturdays and Sundays from 10
A.M- 5 P.M.
Starting on September 27th, the fitness
center extended the e hours to MondaysFridays from 7:30 A.M to 10 P.M, and
Saturday and Sunday from 9 A.M to 9 P.M.
This increase in hours results in an addition
of 16 hours per week.
The incentive behind this change came
from two crucial areas of feedback from the
campus, according to Francis J. Shields, the
Director of Athletics and Chair of Physical
Education .
While attending a senior director's
retreat at the Univer ity of Rhode Island, Mr.
Smith noticed first-hand the expressed
desires for expanded access for faculty, staff

and students in the community. 1n an effort
to provide all members of the community
with easier access to exercise and enjoy
greater access to the athletic facilities, he felt
it was imperative to increase the possibilities
for one to "augment traditional and social
activities during various days of the week."
The second motivation, Shields said, was
due to an open forum that was held to discuss strategic planning. At this forum, students voiced their desire to have expanded
hours at various campus facilities, including
the fitness center. With the assistance of
William Wuyke, the Fitness Center Manager
and Jeff Bresnahan, the Athletic Center
Manager, they reviewed the staff's ability to
expand hours, and then took action.
The newly expanded hours will remain
for the duration of this year's academic year.
During holiday breaks and the summer,
these hours will accordingly be scaled down.
Upon the opening of the new fitness center
that the Strategic Plan intends to build,
Shields hopes to further expand the hours to
6:30 A.M until 11 pm during the academic
year.
The recentlyupdatedfitness centernowbas extendedhoursto accomodatestudents'growingdemandsfor late-nfgbtaccessto tbefacilfly. (Wilson)

APIZZA
John SchwartzSpeaksat Conn~~~::~0::,•;:::rnNG
continued from page 1
With regards to Free Speech Television, Schwartz
noted that the United States "Is tough for alternative
media, but there is a need for it." FSTV is an independent, non-profit organization that is publicly supported. It
strives to provide a diverse viewing audience with information that most television networks ignore. "In free
speech our biases are right up front," Schwartz said.
A major goal of FSTV is to expose abuses of power,
advocating public pressure to bring about appropriate
changes. Schwartz said, "You have to work hard everyday for democracy to bring out what you want. Even
when the people who you want elected are elected, you
have to keep after them. Citizenship is a constant
process. Citizenship is everyday."
FSTV's most popular program, "Democracy Now!"
highlights issues through interviews with various artists,
such as Michael Franti, activists, intellectuals and every-

day citizens.
Other new programs
include
"SourceCode," an examination of U.S. environmental
policy, and "Shocking and Awful," which explores the
Iraq war from a completely unbiased stance.
A problem with FSTV, Schwartz noted, is the fact
that most people cannot receive it because it is only
available through satellite dishes. The non-conglomerate
merely operates on approximately a $2 million annual
budget, however. Furthermore, FSTV depends on cable
companies to broadcast it, so its network expansion is
difficult.
Schwartz concluded by noting that public pressure at
the local level is the only way to spread FSTV's message
and to stop the increasing dominance of media influence
on the public.
The talk was followed by an open floor for questions.
Finally, CCLeft encouraged all attendants to sign a petition asking the College to acquire Free Speech
Television.

continued from page 3
final meaningful vote tally. Instead, the vote is lost in the catastrophe that is our Electoral College. The Electoral
College was originally implemented with the express purpose of being an anti-democratic institution, a counterweight to the whims of the brute-stupid masses, and after 180 years of aggressive reform, it is merely a relic with
no purpose. The time is now long past due to get rid of the Electoral College entirely.
If we dismantled the Electoral College, the decision of who to vote for would not be swayed in the least by your
place of residence. If the government then.implemented IRV, there would be absolutely no reason why Americans
would not feel comfortable voting for whomever they really prefer to vote for. Voting would no longer be checked
by paranoia, and the opportunity would emerge for different viewpoints, perspectives, and ideas to flourish dunng
the election season, instead of stagnating into the doldrums of mediocrity, as they do today.
The point of this article was not only that electoral reform is necessary for a functional democracy, but also that
there is definite historical precedent that suggests that such reforms are possible. Our campus will hopefully soon
be implementing IRV in our campus' next elections (for information on this, ask your dorm senator), and I consider this to be a great step forward. After reforming our student government elections, we must then apply pressure to
implement voting reform in our local and then state government elections. Having accomplished that, we may start
expecting truly free elections on the federal level for the fust time in this country's history.
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Send the
Republicans to
Iraq
To The Editor:
I was stopped short in my tracks
as I walked to breakfast Thursday
morning. There were phrases on the
sidewalk, the steps, and the columns
of Harris. Most were "4 More
Years" or "Students for W," but it
was one statement in particular that
made me pause. It stated: "Aside
from ending slavery, Nazism, fascism, + communism, war hasn't ever
solved anything, vote freedom, vote
for peace, vote 4 bush."
Peace? George W. Bush?
This statement is anything but propeace. It claims that all the evils and
atrocities of the world and of history
can only be solved by war and
bloodshed.
According to the authors,
Nazism, fascism, and communism,
are evil, un-American, and should be
brutally fought. The Nazis and fascists invaded other countries, killed
people, limited people's rights.
Sounds familiar. Communism is not
a democratic form of government,
but it appears the United States has
switched its form as well, not to
communism, but to an oligarchy
under the present Bush administra tion.
The Nazis and fascists were
aggressive powers, but didn't the

United States invade Iraq, kill Iraqis
and Americans, and limit civil rights
at home? Why isn't the United
States on that list? Iraq, a country
with no weapons of mass destruction, a country that posed no immediate threat to America, and a country with a leader with no connection
to the tragedies of September 11,
2001, was aggressively attacked. As
for communism, Americans seem to
prefer the Taliban to a communist
regime.
The United States of
America should be on that multicolored chalk list. The rest of the world
should and does see the United
States as a preemptive aggressor
who uses war fust and foremost, and
they must wonder, is their country
next on this administration's agenda?
Rep~blicans
at
The
Connecticut College seem to feel
that peace is won after war, and cannot be achieved before a war is
begun. It is all very well to believe
when it is not your life on the line.
Theirs is a statement of conviction
and strong belief. But a belief that is
not backed up by action. Why are
the Republicans at Connecticut
College not sigrting up for the anny,
the marines, the navy, the air force?
Why are they letting others do their
dirty work for them? It is very nice
to preach battle and belligerence
while you drive your Saab around
New London and Mystic wearing
your Lacoste, while the underprivileged, the people who didn't have
the opportunity to go to Connecticut

continued from page 3

College, are putting their lives on the
line and fighting the war you won't.
If Republicans at Conn feel so
strongly that this war is right, and
that this war is keeping America
safe, then I dare them to put down
the chalk, join the military, put on a
uniform, and ship out to Iraq. They
should fight this enemy of theirs and
be brave in the face of danger, and
not cowardly sit in Connecticut
while the less fortunate fight this
war with their lives, instead of with
chalk.
Sincerely,
Caroline Webb, '07

A Transportation
Alternative
Did you know that a SEAT
(South East Area Transit) bus goes
by the campus to and from downtown New London almost every
hour of the day? Or that those busses
can take you to and from Crystal
Mall, the Mohegan Sun and
Norwich? Or that you can transfer
downtown to Ocean Beach, Niantic,
Groton or Mystic? Or that you can
flag the bus down or get off almost
anywhere along any route? Check it
out at the SEAT homepage:
www.town.ledyard.ct.us/SEAT/
SEAT.htm
-Fred
Paxton ,
Dean
of
International (and sometimes local)
Studies.

Spring Break 2005- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring
on-campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1-•
800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Bush is a terrible president, and that his re-election should be stopped. And voting for Kerry is clearly the pra!?mati
way to achieve this end. But is it right? Does casting a negative vote in this way undermine the principle of democracy? In this sense, it boils down to a question of civic duty: can it be right for me to vote for a candidate l don't
believe in, just to prevent the election of a candidate I think is worse? There's no real right answer to that question
- some might say yes, some no. But look at it in this light : when I cast my vote, I am making a tatement. I am
telling the government and people of my country that I, the citizen, believe in candidate X and want him to be president. Thus, if I were to vote for Kerry, I would be essentially lying to my country.
But maybe the lie is worth it. Maybe telling a lie to save your country is a lesser evil than being truthful and letting the bad guys win. I don't know - I'm still struggling with this myself. The other options, of course, are thirdparty voting and abstention. They too have their ups'and downs; we'll get to them next week. For now.just it back,
close your eyes, and pretend Martin Sheen was president.

THEPEOPLE'SREPUBLICOF CONNECTICUT
COLLEGE
YoNIFREEMAN
• OCCUPIED
TERRITORY

continued from page 3
constantly weakened if we are to be a united community. The community needs to be the "comfort zone." Spurring
people to sit together is not because it will be a great image to see different people itting together; it is because we
should encourage people to sit with other people so that experiences and ideas from different angles can be
exchanged. This makes us more aware of our country and the world.
Another issue this relates to is the definition of diversity. I subscribe to the belief that diversity occurs when people of different opinions and outlooks are present within a community. Now, this is not to say that people of different races do not hold different opinions. But diversity should be about the ideas. A person from China should be
admitted because he is Chinese, not because he is Asian. A person from Zimbabwe should be admitted becau e he
is Zimbabwean not because he is black. An African American from New York should be admitted not because he i
African American, but because he is from New York. It is about what is on the inside that spreads diversity.
Here are other examples. Which of the following scenarios would you consider being diverse (when it comes to
which batch of people will have more of a probability that their life story, religion, and opinions will be different):
50 people from Town A or 50 people coming from every state in the Union? I take it that the latter is more diverse.
Now, what would be more diverse: 25 African Americans and 25 whites from Town A or 50 African Americans, one
from every state in the Union? The latter would be more diverse of course. How bought 25 Asians and 25 whites
from town A, compared to 50 white from every state in the United States? Wouldn't you say the latter is more
diverse?
Connecticut College must come back to earth. It must be a place where different opinions are respected. It must
prepare people to live in the world today, not prepare people on how to live in Candyland. The world as we know it
is not a world where everyone holds hands around the fire. It is not a world that does not have bigoted raci m. It 1
not a world without poor people. It is not a world that doe not have war. It is not a world that does not have ·tar·
vation, disease, uneducated people, slavery or environmental damage. The school needs to present a clear image of
the world and not try to paint itself with utopian ideals which do nothing but place our community in a bubble. It 1
time to pop that bubble and teach our students about the realities of the world. We mu t realize that the truth i we
in America are better off then most people around the world. We must change the status quo here on campus which
says nothing of that, but on a whole makes it look like all the problems of racism, poverty, etc. are here in America,
not on foreign lands
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:5. Putthetunnelin thecloset
•
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•
:4. CoverParisNinonposterwnhParis,France
poster
•
••

:a.Stashsexvundiesin roommate's
dresser

••
•
:2. Movevibratorfrompencilcupto...roommate's
pencilcup
•••
: 1. Bingedrinkin orderto emptvcontents
of mini-fridge
•
••
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Thinkvouhavewhatn takesto wrnemeTopTen?I-mallvouIdeasto
therunpageto seen voumademecm.
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andCheck
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ITRICKY! Do you "c" what the photo staff "c"s? Guess where on cam- I
lpus this floating "c" is and email us at ccvoice@conncoll.edu to let us I
know your answer. Last week's camel close-up was the staircase in
ltront of cro leading up to the balcony where the camelympics opening I
1ceremonies take place. We got two responses this week. One guess I
was very close with "outside of the offices by Meyers studio" and the
I
lsecond one was a little further off with "your mom."

~------------------~

camelcuriositie
Camels
havevervlonglegsto keeptheirbigbodieshighoff thehotground.Evenwhenthevsit downtheirbellieswill not
touchthesand.Thevhavea Pillow-like
callusundertheircheststo balance
andmakeit comfonable
to rest,evenwhenn
is hot.Theirkneeshavevervhardskinthatprotectsthemwhenthevkneeldown.
Source:
naturetarm.co.za
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•

Having
vouparentscomeVishIsn'tall bad.somanevoucan'tpartvauneashardasYOU
didduringcamelVPics
andmaVba
voucan't
aroundCroat 4 am,bmtheremustbesomething
otherthanliquorthatmakesYOU
feelall wannandfllzzY.
sothe
wanderbelligerentlV
rovingreporter
Is gettingsensmve
thisweekandwantsto knowwhatdOvoumissmostabouthome?
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'1hewholegeneral
aura
of mvdog"

..I don'thavea home"
-CesarPalana
'05

-uzParillo·01
..I Misshugs"
-CaitlinCorless
'06
"I Misshugstoo!"
-TriciaFrev'06

Not fun enough? Send YOUR ideas for the Camel Fun Page to ccvoice@conncoll.edu.

"Driving
mvcarandbeing
ableto gowherever
I
want...andmvmom's
matzoballsoup"
-AlexWood'08
Because seriously, this page needs more aliteration.
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Rowers GearUp For ToughSeason CamelOfThe Week:John Ridyard
BY PETERSTERIJNG

BY STEVESTRAUSS

season at the helm of the women's
team.
If you've ever happened to be
Collegiate sports require dedicaeating i~ Harris early one morning, tion and commitment, and both the
wondenng who else could be awake men and women's crew team memat such an early hour, you might bers have exhibited these traits
notice a team sitting together wide throughout the season thus far. They
awake, often laughing raucously. will surely see their hard work payThis group of individuals is the ing off later on in October, and
Conn men's crew team, and chances throughout the year as well, as both
are they have been out on the teams compete in spring seasons as
Thames River, or down at the well. In preparation for the spring
Athletic Center for their routine season, Conn Crew holds its annual
morning practice before many of us "Ergathon," an event to raise money
were even awake. Early morning for new equipment. During the
practices are a hallmark of the team, Ergathon, both teams take turns rowwhich has been practicing rigorous- ing individually, eventually accumuly since early September.
lating a total distance rowed by all
Although having graduated four members. Last year, the women's
seniors from last year, the team team rowed over 330,000 meters,
returns this fall with confidence, and equaling the distance of a round trip
aims to be competitive throughout to Boston and back. The men's team
the season. While only boasting one equaled the distance to Baltimore
returning senior, the team contains and back with an accumulated distalented sophomore and junior class- lance of over 500,000 meters total.
es that have plenty of experience During seasonal competition, teams
gained from past years. Head coach typically row in eight or four person
Ric Ricci brings 30 years of coach- boats, with both a varsity eight and a
ing expertise to the men's program, novice eight boat, as well as a four
while Eva Kovach enters her fifth person squad.
As.soCIATED
SPORTSEDITOR

Late October will see the men's
team competing in the.40th "Head of
the Charles Regatta" in Boston, MA.
The following week, the team will
head to Saratoga Springs, NY for the
19th "Head of the Fish" Regatta. The
Women's Crew will also compete in
the Head of the Fish Regatta, and
recently raced in the Textile River
Regatta in Lowell, MA.
The spring season looks to be a
busy one for Conn men's crew, who
will compete in a scrimmage against
Brown on March 19th, before traveling to UMass Lowell with UNH on
April second. The Tuneskis/Bearce
Cup against rival Coast Guard
Academy will be held in late April,
and promises to be as heated a race
as always. The women's team begins
their spring season back at Lowell
against Mt. Holyoke, Umass Lowell,
and Simmons. The women will race
against Coast Guard on the Thames,
and will travel to Worcester on several occasions to compete against
NESCAC schools as well as larger
opponents. The Voice wishes both
teams luck on their remaining fa]]
competition.

Carter: A Real "Tiger Trap"
continued from page 10
with the debut of "Suddenly Susan,"
Agassi's tennis game was fading
faster than the Chicago Cubs down
the stretch. Though the couple might
have appeared happy in public,
Agassi in private was not. Were
there some sparks between the two
stars? Consensus says no. Rather,
the marriage was becoming a distraction to Agassi. His pockets were
filling faster than they ever had, but
his focus on tennis was simply not
there. Just shortly before his second
year marriage anniversary Agassi
filed for divorce, ending what
seemed like a storybook marriage on
the surface.
Was it Brooke's fault that Agassi
slipped so far? I'm not one to say,
but just two months after Brooke
and Andre split Agassi was back on
top of the tennis world, winning the
French Open. What makes the
achievement all the more remarkable is that with the win Agassi
joined a select few tennis greats as
the only players to ever win aJJ four

majors. Later that year Andre began
a relationship with fellow tennis
player Steffi Graf, which is still
,going strong. Does this prove that
athletes should only marry other athletes? I don't know about that, but I
do know what the history of such a
circumstance has shown me.
While Tiger has won a number
of tournaments, not to mention a
handful of majors, his play of late
has fallen off. Interestingly enough,
his drop-off does seem to coincide
with Elin's emergence into his life.
Since the start of the '03 golf season
(Tiger and Elin started dating in the
middle of 2002) Woods has only
won 6 tournaments, including just
one this year, the year of his marriage. Notice a pattern developing
here? In the two years prior to meeting the Swedish model/nanny,
Woods won 11 tournaments. You
could probably argue that he's been
snappier to reporters since the
knowledge of his relationship has
become a public affair. Nah, maybe
that's a stretch, but you get the pie-

ture.
The point is athletes marrying
celebrities may not be the best recipe
for success. Look at the Pitts, Brad
and ummm ... yeah, you know who.
Both of them are screen stars and
have perhaps the most successful
marriage in Hollywood right now.
Should professionals seek the companionship of those only in their
field? I'm not saying yes, but just
take a look at the history I've presented here today . If that 's not
enough, just ask Halle Berry about
her marriage to David Justice, or
Rick Fox about why he and Vanessa
Williams are no longer together .
Okay, so David Beckham and that
former Spice Girl are still together,
but that's not a domestic example!

A'isOCLfilSPORTSEDITOR

With the cross country championship season about to begin, cocaptain John Ridyard '06 has been
working hard to get the Camels in
shape. After an 11th place finish at
the Tufts Invitational, Ridyard figures to play a prominent role in
Conn's drive to national prominence. Last year, Ridyard was one of
the leaders on a Conn team that
placed 20th at nationals. After very
successful freshman and sophomore
campaigns, Ridyard trained at l 00
miles per week over the summer in
hopes of eclipsing his previous class
successes. In 2002 and 2003, John
was an Academic All-American, JohnRidyard'06leadstbe crosscountrysquadand spends({metl(}ftmteerlt1g.(Holt)
Leadership Class, in order to pursue
garnering all-NESCAC academic athletes.
Off the field, Ridyard puts in the a career as a pilot in the US Marine
honors in the latter year as well.
According to Ridyard, much of his time to make a difference as well. Corps. With a planned double major
success over the past few sea on can Over breaks from school John works in biology and economics, John is
be attributed to the caliber of train- with The Caring Community, a covering as much ground in the
ing partners he has had, citing co- group that helps to offer independent classroom as he is with the track
captain Luca DiGregorio, Andrew living through the Department of team. John would like to thank his
McCullough, Aaron Wheeler, Brian Mental Retardation. John has sharp- coaches and teammates for helping
Adams, Brendan Curran and Jason ened his leadership skills by attend- to improve both as an athlete, sluFitzgerald as particularly capable ing the US Marine Corps Platoon dent and a humanitarian.

Intramural Soccer Season Kicks Off
BYGLENN
STE\'ENS

Now that the Connecticut
College Intra-Mural Major League
Soccer has been underway for two
weeks we must look back not only at
the games past but what has happened in the off-season as well.
Teams consolidate'1 their skills in
hopes that this year would be their
chance at the title. This season saw
only five teams join the league, indicating that there shall be no easy
games on the road to greatness.
While commissioner Glenn Stevens
would like to see more applications
flowing into his office, the contraction does establish great rivalries. In
the off-season we also had to say
goodbye to the beloved Chapel
Field, home of CCIMLS for as long
as fans can remember. With the
est ablishm ent of the new, more
e-art comp ex,

up better than average numbers, but what makes them
great is what they do in the clutch. I promise you that
Barry Bonds would give up all of his records and MVP
awards for the championships that Jeter has won. Naysayers will say that Brady hasn't done it for long
enough, and I agree that he has to continue to play the
way he does now for a few more years to go down in history as a great quarterback, but how can you deny the
similarities?
Why are people so quick to call LeBron James, who
hasn't even made the playoffs yet, the next Michael
Jordan at the age of 19, when they are equally as quick
to deny Tom Brady's greatness, when he has many more

years ahead of him and he already has two championships? I want to officially jump off the bandwagon of
Tom Brady haters. I still don't want to watch his team
play, but I'm sick of being ignorant. They won the Super
Bowl, which wasn't as surprising as the first time they
won, but it still wasn't the popular prediction at the
beginning of the season. This year hasn't really been
much different. Experts have predicted the Chiefs and
Titans, who are both 1-3, and the Colts. I think I have
even heard more people take the Jaguars to win the
Super Bowl than the Patriots. I am no expert, but I know
enough to see that each of those teams has lost four more
games in this season than the Patriots have lost since
September 28, 2003.

'

Live, Study and Work
Abroad While Earning
Colleg Credit
Yearandsemester
..long

30-21. This ensured the third
straight victory for the Camels, who
seem to be on a high after this past
week games. Freshman Amy Crespi
tallied 12 kills and three blocks to
lead the Camel offense. Junior setter
Molly Kawachi chipped in with 32
assists. Courtney Hambleton contributed with J9 digs. Junior Cynthia
Whitman added nine kills, three
blocks and two assists.
The Camels will need every bit
of confidence that they can muster
as this weekend's action will
arguably be the toughest weekend of
their season, playing three NESCAC
games in two days at Trinity
College.
"We are looking forward to a
tough and challenging weekend
since Williams is a nationally ranked
team. We have such potential to do

together and play as a team. Last
year we played our best match
against Williams and are looking
forward to picking up where we left
off, especially with the addition of
freshmen Courtney Hambleton,
Maria McGuiness and Amy Crespi,"
said Jen Romanelli. The Camels
will start the weekend off with a
tricky game against Hamilton
College, who are 3-8 for the season,
but very capable of an upset. On
Saturday the team will have to bring
their A game as they face their
toughe t game of the season against
Williams, a team who has consistently caught national attention. The
numbers are staggering - over the
last four years the Williams women's
volleybaJJteam has won over 80 percent of its 149 contests (122-27,
.818). The Ephs' national recogni-

tion has sprung from three consecutive Little Three titles, three straight
NESCAC titles and three straight
trips to the NCAA Tourney. The
three consecutive trips to the NCAA
Tourney and two consecutive quarterfinals berths are both Williams'
firsts. The Camels will have their
work cut out to say the least. The
team will round out their weekend
with a tough game against
Middlebury, who have lost 4 straight
games, the last being a tough
encounter against Williams by a narrow margin of3-2. They stand at IO5 for the season. No matter how the
Camels do this weekend, it will be a
good test for a young and very capable team. This weekend will tell if
the Camels are galloping in the right
direction and catching up to the likes
of
Amherst,
Williams
and
Middlebury.

.
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Spring Break 2005
Challenge . . find a better price!
Lowest Prices, free meals, free drinks
Hottest Parties!
November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips and cash!

www.sunsplashtours.com

son. ln fact, Evan and Pat did it for
the same team in the ame game probably the best match we have
seen all year - between JA and The
Shooters. This 6-5 barnburner finished with The Shooters left m
heartbreak after their last second
heroics came up hort.
Trailing JA 4-2 at half, they rallied back to make it a one goal game.
As the referee's mighty voice called
out the last ten seconds, what
seemed like an eternity to JA, The
Shooters could do nothing but
remove their respective blue jerseys
and begin the long process of getting
rid of the dank smell of defeat (or
the jerseys). With games like the e
fans cannot go wrong.
"I can see it in the eyes of the
youngsters out there watching
games dribbling on the sidelines,"
said Commissioner Glenn Steven .
"CCCMLS will be around for years
to come."

FRIENDS
WORLD
.PROGRAM

and athletes can't exist in matrimonial
harmony in no way shape or form reflect
the true views of this author.

Widdoes: Patriots Nearing Dynasty Status
continued from page 10

Green, we can accommodate more
fans and the players get to showcase
their skills on a much larger stage.
The first two weeks of this season have had their ups and downs.
Unfortunately there have been all
too many forfeits. As Joan
O'Rio rdan, local architect, always
says, "the key to life is being there,"
and sadly, plenty of teams have not
been. While few of the teams will be
receiving their perfect attendance
trophies at the end of the season, this
does not mean that the play has not
been breathtaking. Already two
weeks into the season and we have a
three way tie between JA, Marshall,
and The Shooters for first place.
With a race like this developing
there is no doubt that someone will
need to make a run to solidify
Fainstein's Cup (the regular season
champ) . Misha Johnson, Evan
Piekara, and Pat Heffernan each
soTar this seaave Ired hat tr1c1<s

GusrWRITER
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SPORTS
A Real

'1iger Trap"
How do you low down a tiger?
With a tranquillizer dart? A cage
baited with meat? A bullet from a
gun? Nope, nope, and nope. In fact
none of those answers is right. The
correct answer is to stick a Swedish
model directly in his path. Yea,
that'll definitely slow him down. By
now if you haven ' t figured out who
I'm talking about you're in trouble.
It was just recently that we learned
that Swedish model/nanny (is that
really possible?)
Elin
Nordegren
was wed to
Tiger Woods .
Everything
about
this
"""""""".....,marriage just
PAUL CARTER
has
strange
written
all
Viewpoint
over it. How
did the two cross paths you ask?
Well, Elin was introduced to Tiger by
another golfer on the course as the
"nanny" of his children. As it turns
out, this so-called nanny was a model
back in Sweden! Unbelievable! How
someone can go from a model to a
nanny in this country? I mean I know
credentials in education usually
aren't recognized here in this country, but I thought that beauty just
might transcend the boundaries! I'm
also curious as to how Mr. Parnevik,
the married golfer who brought the
two together, was able to convince
his wife to let such a woman in his
house, but that's an issue for later.
All of these circumstances surrounding the couple are intriguing enough,
but in my opinion not the best part .
Instead, I want to focus on history,
and the potential affects this type of
celebri ty-athlete marriage has to
offer.
The first widely known celebrity ath lete marriage might be that of the
great Marylin Monroe and Joe
DiMaggio. For those of you who
can't picture it just think of the
biggest dork in your high school
class going out with the prom queen.
How long would that last (if it ever
even got that far)? Exactly, not very
long. The ill-fated marriage of Joe
and Marylin didn't last very lon g for
many reasons. Joe was a mild -man nered gentleman who carried himself
with the utmost class. Mrs. Monroe,
on the other hand, was constantly a
media icon, never shy about having
her face seen in the public eye. I
believe here is where their marriage
fell apart . If one person strives for
attention and the other backs away
from it, can the two possibly exist
without friction, if they make it far at
all?
Certainly there are some success ful examples in history but none that
are noteworthy . Okay, so maybe that
was an out-dated examp le. Want a
more recent example? How bout the
matrimony of tennis star Andre
Agassi and actress Brooke Shields
(where is she now, by the way?).
As one of America's favorite athletes both on and off the court during
the 90's, Aga si was the guy who you
always pulled for to win . His flam boyance, emotion and outrageous
clothes easily put him on center
stage, regardless of how well or how
poor he was playing. Somehow ,
Andre found time to win thr ee major
tittles. Though Agassi and Shields
courted each other for four years, it
wasn't until 1997 that the two tied
the knot. Imm edia tely, the marriage
seemed to be a disaster as Agassi fell
down the ATP rankin gs all the way to
141.
While Brooke was on the rise

continued on page 9

Camel Volleyball Improves to 10-5
Bv GERALDW01s

Patriots
Dominate

STAFF
WRITER

The Camels volleyball team is a
ray of light in this dark age of Conn
sports. With their recent perfonnances the Camels have proven that
they can grind out results and play
effective volleyball. This past week
the team traveled to Rhode Island
for the Rhode Island College
Invitational . The Camels performed
well and can hold their heads high as
they maintained a 2-1 record over
the duration of the tournament.
"Last weekend at Rhode Island
we had a rough start Friday night but
surely made up for that with a 2-0
victory on Saturday," said Jen
Romanelli '07, "our defense was
much improved thanks to freshman
Courtney Hambleton." The Camels
notched a pair of victories against
Mitchell College and Framingham
State. Both victories were partially
due the outstanding performance
from Cynthia Whitman '06, who led
the team with 24 kills, 6 digs, 5.5
blocks and 4 aces in the two games
combined. This solid performance
from Whitman earned her a place on
the All-Invitational
Team. The
Camels topped Mitchell College 3-0
with the game scores being 30-18,
30-15, and 30-22. In the second
game the Camels found the going a
little tougher, however they still
managed to pull out a "W" with the
game scores being 30-25, 31-33, 3025, and 30-22. It was in these two
matches that Whitman excelled,
however she could not have done it
on her own and the performances

...

TheConn Collegevolleyballsquad has beenputting NewEnglandon notice tbis season,goi11g10-5 to open tbe 2004 season. (Dunay)
from her teammates led the Camels played above their years. This tal- St. Joseph's College on Tuesday
to win their matches . Freshman
ented team, mixed with the experi- night. The Camels were full of conCourtney Hambleton chipped in ence of senior players, will ensure fidence, which showed in their game
with 37 digs and four service aces. that the Camels have a long and against the St. Joseph's Blue Jays,
Junior captain Molly Kawachi con- sweet success wave over the forth- whom they would go on to beat 3-0.
tributed with 55 assists, six digs, five coming seasons.
Game scores were 30-22, 30-25 and
kills, and two blocks. Once again the
With these good results the team
continued on page 9
freshman players excelled and traveled to West Hartford to take on

CamelsWinAgainstGordonCollegeAtHome
Bv STEVE
STRAUSS

NESCAC record to 0-4, making a
run at NESCAC playoffs all but
impossible. Fortunately, Conn was
able to rebound and switch the sea
on's momentum on Tue day.
With the Conn faithful scheduled to
be on hand next Saturday, the
Camels will need all the momentum
they can get. The visiting Trinity
College Phantoms will be in no
mood to give Conn its first
NESCAC win of the season. With
parents on hand, the pressure will be
on for the inconsistent Camels to
deliver a much-needed conference
victory.
As the season winds down, the
time for reflection is drawing near.
Should the Camels win out their
NESCAC schedule, they would have
a winning record in the league, and
shot at qualifying for playoffs. It
will not , however, be easy. The road
is littered with obstacles,
as
NESCAC is always one of the
toughest leagues in all of Division

As.50CIATE
SPORTS
EDITOR

On Tuesday, the Conn field
hockey team had its collective back
to the wall. A devastating loss on the
road last Saturday killed Conn's
momentum after a big overtime win
against Wellesley . The Camels
rebounded, however, and took care
of business at home against Gordon
College.
The game was a brilliant show case of Conn's savvy defense
strength and offensive firepower.
The Camels played the role of the
favored team perfectly; they were
gritty and tough on defense, fast and
efficient on offense . Katie Williams
'07 opened the scoring gates 12:36
into the contest by knocking home a
great pass from Liz Lingo '07.
Williams' score stood alone in the
first half , perhaps firing up a hun gry
Came l squad during the break. Jill
Mauer '08, who scored the lone goal
in Conn's overtime win at Wellesley,
netted the second game winner of
her young career, putting Conn up 20 just 57 seconds into the seco nd
half .
The underlying theme in the win
was defensive prowess. Conn's veteran defense, fea turin g Stephanie
Cole '05 and Corey McAulliffe '05
shut down the Gordon College for wards, much in the way they have
performed all season. Such airtight
defense opened up the offense for
speedy forwards Williams and Sage
Shanley '07.
Shanley scored h er first goal of
the season in the Gordon game. Her
tally put Conn up by a comfo rtabl e
three goa ls. Such a mar gin ha s
proven to be plenty for goalkeepe r
Ashely Kenerson '06, who easily
handl ed the Gordon College offense
all afternoon .
Kenerson's outstanding play this
Fall has kept many games tight and
within range for the streaky Came l

Ill.

Connearneda win againstGordonCollege,but hopes
for theplayoffsarefadingfast. (Holt)

offense. Kenerson has a solid 93
saves for the 2004 campaign thus
far.
A gratefu l Williams noted, "The
defense has really done an outstanding job this season. They haven't
been getting the credit they deserve,
the cred it they got last year ... When
we win some big games, people will
definitely see what they have done .
Having players like Sage (Shanley)

up front will help take some pressure off them late this season."
Before the home game against
Gordon, the proverbial air had been
taken out of the field hockey program. A hostin g Wesleyan College
handled the Camels last Saturday .
Wesleyan scored 2 first half goals to
bury the visiting Camels . Kenerson
had 10 saves in the effort.
The
loss
brought
Conn's

The final four games of the regular season are against top NESCAC
teams, and the last two are on the
road away from the friendly Camel
fans . The Camels hope to get the
ball rolling on their late season push
this Saturday at home against the
aforementioned Trinity Phantoms.
This trans -state rivalry has heat ed up of late, and Conn's fight from
the basement provides a dramatic
backdrop for the contest. Come out
to Silfen Field on Saturday and support the warrior of the turf. Foliage
in Connecticut has traditionally been
a harbinger for knockout NESCAC
games. Hopefully the Camels will
be the ones dishing out the blows on
Saturday .
Although the Came ls will need
to run the table to make the
NESCAC playoffs, fans can expect
to see the trademark effort and heart
which the Conn College field hock ey team is known for.

I can't stand watching the
Patriots every Sunday on CBS. The
style of football they play just is not
fun to watch. I can't stand that I go to
a school in which most of the students cheer for one team, the team
that has won two of the last three
Super Bowls. It's tough to get into
any discussions
about football
because the simple fact remains that
there is only one football team that
has dominated the league like they
have. I don't
like them, but
it's time for
me to give
credit where
credit is due.
The Patriots
are
really,
really
good. CHARLIEWIDDOES
I'm going to Viewpoint
take that further and say that they are approaching dyna ty status. The closest thing
I can think of to a recent sports
dynasty would be Shag and Kobe's
Lakers, who won three straight
championships. The Lakers, however, will be considered underachievers
because the potential they had to win
more championships turned into an
ugly series of disappointments and
fights.
The Patriots, on the other hand,
have been perennial underdogs for
the past few seasons. What's scary is
that they are so stable that their success doesn't seem likely to end anytime soon. They show no apparent
weakness, and they seem to find
heroes in no-name veterans and
rookies. Their current 18-game win
streak is on the verge of reaching an
all-time record of 19 games with a
win over the hapless Miami
Dolphins this weekend, and it has led
many to consider them in terms of
their place in history.
I would argue that ic i harder to
do what they have done today in the
NFL than it was as recently as a
decade ago. Players change teams,
although not as much as in other
sports, often enough to create the
kind of parity that enables any team
to field a roster that could win on any
given Sunday. It has now been over a
calendar year since the Patriots have
lost a game, an unbelievable feat
considering the teams that they have
had to play. They have beaten the
Colts three times and the Titans
twice, once each in the playoffs .
They played two games against each
team in the AFC East last year, a
division which included the Buffalo
Bills, who beat them 31-0 in tncir
season opener last year, and the
Miami Dolphins, who were picked
by many to represent the AFC in the
Super Bowl. What frustrates me the
most is that I used to be somewhat
warranted in saying that they didn't
have good player , but now that i ·n't
even true.
As much as I dislike him, Tom
Brady is the best quarterback in the
league . His record against last year's
co -MVPs, Peyton Manning and
Steve McNair, is 5-0 during the
streak. Peyton Manning has more
yards and a better passer rating, and
McNair does everything he can for
his team to win, but both of them
have much better receiver to throw
to, and, until thi year, much better
running games to support them. Plu.,
how can you really argue with two
championships in three years? Tom
Brady is the truth. He is becoming
Elway. He is becoming Montana .
He's that good. He 's the Derek Jeter
of football, but he is doubted far
more than he i praised.
Think. about it, the ·e players put

continued on page 9

CamelScoreboard
Men's Soccer:

Women's Tennis:

Volleyball:

Field Hockey:

-9/29, W. Conn . St, 0-2
-10/2,@ Wesleyan, 0-1 (OT)
-10/9, Trinity, 1:30 pm

-9/30, @ Wesleyan, 8-1
-10/3, Holy Cross, 9-0
-10/15-17, New England's at Amherst, TBA

- 10/2, @ RIC Invitational, vs, Mitchell, 3-1
(30-25, 31-33, 30-25, 30-22)
- 10/5, @St. Joseph's (CT),
3-0 (30-22, 30-25, 30-2 1)

-10/2, @ Wesleyan, 0-3
-10/5, vs . Gordon, 3-1
-10/9, Trinity, 11:00 am

Women's Soccer:

Mens's Tennis:

-10/2,@ Wesleyan, 1-2
-10/6,@ E. Conn. State, 1-0
-10/9, Trinity, 11:00 am

-10/7, Trinity, 0-9
-10/9- 10, Bates College Invitational

- 10/8, Hamilton at Trinity, 8:00 pm

